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Abstract

This paper reports selectively on findings from a mixed-methods study to consider the paradoxical post-separation position many women find themselves occupying when child contact necessitates the continued and mainly unmonitored presence of abusive men in their lives and the lives of their children (Holt, 2011). Having engendered blame and being held responsible for the exposure of their children to domestic abuse, mothers may find themselves resisting post-separation child contact and again engendering blame for daring to interfere with the father–child relationship—the same relationship they were charged with protecting their children from. Echoing Thiara and Humphreys’s (2015) call for social worker practitioners to recognise that domestic abuse can continue even in the abuser’s absence, this paper reflects on an issue of particular relevance to social work practitioners—that the continued presence of domestically abusive men, post separation, may compromise the child’s recovery from the experience of domestic abuse due to continuing abuse and undermining of the maternal role and mother–child relationship.
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Introduction

Scholarship on domestic abuse has until more recent times primarily concerned itself with the women’s, as opposed to the mother’s, experience of abuse, while the weight of empirical interest in parenting in this context has remained firmly on mothering (Humphreys and Absler, 2011).
This discourse predominately reflects a ‘deficit model of mothering’ (Lapierrre, 2008, p. 455), characterised by gendered notions of parenting, blame and responsibility. The focus on the mother pre separation, particularly on her role and responsibility as protector of her children from her abusive partner, is frequently cited as being accompanied by an intimation of blame, for not leaving this abusive partner sooner (Scourfield, 2003). The evidence further asserts that this insinuation of blame is delivered predominantly, but not exclusively, by child and family social workers who demonstrate little understanding of what leaving entails or indeed that leaving does not guarantee a cessation of her abusive experiences and the impact that continued abuse has on her post-separation mothering (Humphreys and Absler, 2011). Hallett’s (1989) early observation that the majority of both clients and social workers are female is picked up on by Scourfield (2003, p. 149), who concludes that ‘undeniably women social workers exert control over women clients’. A more recent study by Keeling and van Wormer (2012) explores this ‘control’ issue, drawing a parallel between the forms of coercion that women report social workers to employ and those employed by the abuser.

A simultaneous focus on the more central role that fathers have come to occupy in children’s lives has led to many experts concluding that the absence of this role is damaging for children (Lamb, 2004; Perel and Peled, 2008). This perspective would suggest that supporting domestically abusive fathers to maintain post-separation contact with their children is important (Levin and Mills, 2003). Indeed, the dominant discourse across the globe contends that outcomes are more positive for children when relationships are sustained with both of their parents (Elizabeth et al., 2012). Featherstone and Peckover (2007, p. 189) argue, however, that father involvement needs to be ‘located contextually’ and that that context involves domestic abuse. The dominance of this discourse of father involvement is such that Kaganas and Day Sclater (2004, p. 1) surmise it has passed into the realms of ‘incontestable truth’, where it is ‘almost impossible to conceive of a father who is harmful to his children unless he inflicts direct violence on them’ (Elizabeth et al., 2012, p. 52). Harne (2011, p. 65) argues that the belief that fathers are critically linked to children’s welfare ‘has overridden children and mothers right to protection’ and has ‘compromised their safety as a result’. Echoing this assertion while reflecting on the growth in initiatives aimed at engaging fathers who perpetuate domestic abuse, Featherstone and Fraser (2012) caution against the emphasis in these programmes on the welfare of the child as opposed to the women’s safety. This ideology of involved fathering is central to an understanding of how post-separation mothering is experienced through the facility of child contact, where a prior history of domestic abuse exists.
Post-separation child contact may be agreed informally by the family or may be court-ordered. While this may be a reasonably uncomplicated process that potentially is arranged and agreed in a seamless manner (Hester et al., 2000), the empirical evidence indicates that, for approximately 10–30 per cent of separating families, the process by which contact is agreed is an ‘uphill battle’ (Dunn et al., 2004) that is emotionally charged, problematic and potentially dangerous (Dunn et al., 2004; Saunders and Barron, 2003; Trinder, 2007). Guille (2004) is among a number of authors who draw attention to the complex, problematic and potentially dangerous risks associated with post-separation contact for children and their mothers, suggesting that these dangers are possibly greater than any potential value for those involved (Lessard et al., 2010). Having left their abusive partner, often under pressure from child and family social workers (Lapierre, 2010), this paper reports selectively on findings from a mixed-methods study to consider the paradoxical post-separation position many women find themselves occupying, when child contact facilitates the ‘ongoing and often unmonitored presence of abusive men’ (Holt, 2011, p. 327) in the lives of women and children. Having engendered blame and being held responsible for the exposure of their children to domestic abuse, mothers may find themselves resisting post-separation child contact and again engendering blame for daring to interfere with the father–child relationship—the same relationship they were charged with protecting their children from. Echoing Thiara and Humphreys (2015) call for social worker practitioners to recognise that domestic abuse can continue even in the abuser’s absence, this paper reflects on an issue of particular relevance to social work practitioners—that the continued presence of domestically abusive men, post separation, may compromise the child’s recovery from the experience of domestic abuse, due to re-traumatisation through the continuing abuse and undermining of the maternal role and mother–child relationship.

Research review

Mothering and domestic violence

Reflecting Jaffe et al.’s (2003, p. 29) contention that ‘separation is not a vaccination against domestic violence’, the empirical evidence attests that the abuse of the woman post separation not only continues, but may actually escalate to dangerous levels (Lessard et al., 2010; Radford et al., 1999).

Post-separation abuse of the mother is documented to include verbal and psychological abuse (Fish et al., 2009; Kirkwood, 1993), harassment, stalking, threats of violence (including death threats), physical and sexual assaults (Kaye et al., 2003) and threats or attempts of suicide.
This abuse can be witnessed by children, who also may be implicitly and explicitly involved in the abuse of their mother. In agreement with Stanley (2011), it is important to establish that a woman’s experience of parenting does not happen in a vacuity and that the threat or existence of domestic abuse creates a particular context within which the maternal role is carried out—a context that Douglas and Walsh (2010, p. 503) describe as defined by ‘layers of difficulty’. This can have significant implications for the mother–child relationship and for the woman’s experience of mothering. Lapierre (2010, p. 1435) concludes that domestic abuse produces a status quo that ‘complicates women’s mothering’.

Implicit in the discourse on pre-separation mothering in an environment of domestic abuse is a criticism, often reflected in social work practice (Elizabeth et al., 2010), of her parenting or mothering for exposing her children to this abuse alongside a simultaneous stark absence of social work holding the abuser responsible for his behaviour (Hester, 2011; Thiara and Humphreys, 2015). The dominant emphasis on the negative impact of this exposure on children stands in stark contrast to the secondary concern given to the importance of the mother–child relationship in both a protective and therapeutic capacity (Letourneau et al., 2007). This, Thiara and Humphreys (2015) consider, contributes to the barriers statutory social work has historically experienced in responding usefully to the needs of adult and child victims of domestic abuse (Humphreys and Absler, 2011). Simultaneously, minimal consideration has been given to the abusive actions of men and to their role as fathers in this regard (Harne, 2004, 2011; Holt, 2011), leading Humphreys (2010, p. 511) to conclude that children may be ‘no safer’ post separation where contact provides ‘endless opportunities’ for continued exposure to domestic abuse. The disappointing history of statutory social work to engage with what Brown et al. (2009) term ‘ghost fathers’ compounds both the risk and vulnerability of those victims post separation.

From the mother’s perspective, the stress of enforced ongoing contact with their ex-partner may result in her becoming overwhelmed and withdrawing from her children at a time when she critically needs protection and support (Dunn et al., 2004). This is particularly significant given Leung’s (2015) argument that the non-abusive parent–child relationship is the key protective resource for the child to draw on in their recovery from exposure to domestic abuse. The maternal parenting role, however, may be undermined ‘where inappropriate behaviour is encouraged and rewarded’ (Buckley et al., 2006, p. 23) or where the mother is blamed for the separation (Bancroft and Silverman, 2002). Having made efforts to protect herself and her children, often under pressure from child protection workers (Humphreys et al., 2011), she now finds that she cannot actually extricate herself from her relationship with this abusive man, as contact negates her chance of a fresh ‘abuse-free’ start (Kelly, 2009;
Rhoades, 2002). Nor can she guarantee her children’s safety and protection when the child protection surveillance lens has switched from viewing her ex-partner as abusive and dangerous for her children to one that holds the father–child relationship in high esteem (Rhoades, 2002).

With Buchanan et al. (2001) concluding from their research that children exposed to high levels of post-separation conflict are one of the most distressed groups of children in the population, it seems both relevant for social work practice and also reasonable from a child protection and welfare perspective to contest the ‘incontestable truth’ that Kaganas and Day Sclater (2004, p. 1) surmise to underpin the prevailing pro-contact discourse and explore the decision-making process in child contact.

Contact: the decision-making process

Hester (2011, p. 839) invites us to consider that the responses of a range of professionals involved in the protection and welfare of children to the issues of domestic abuse, child welfare and post-separation child contact are so diverse that they belong on three different planets, resulting in ‘unintended fragmentation’, with each operating within their own individual and unique history, language and law. Planet A, Hester (2011) calls ‘Planet Domestic Abuse’, where the focus is largely on adults, usually male perpetrators and female victims. The focus shifts on Planet B, otherwise known as ‘Planet Child Protection’, where the child and what is considered to be in their best interest become the centre of attention. Despite a wealth of evidence attesting to the fact that child contact can facilitate ongoing abuse of women and children, the underlying ethos of Planet C, ‘Planet Child Contact’, concerning the presumption of post-separation contact serves to delete the history of domestic abuse (Trinder et al., 2010).

Hester’s (2011) model highlights a number of issues worth unpacking in this journey towards understanding how contact decisions are made when there is a history of domestic abuse. The first of these concerns the belief that domestic abuse ends with the termination of the parents’ relationship and is not a significant feature of contact disputes. This is a prevailing and powerful myth, despite being challenged and unquestionably dismissed by the established bank of research evidence (Trinder et al., 2010). Notwithstanding the established correlation between domestic abuse and child abuse, and between post-separation contact and continued abuse, contact is rarely denied (Bailey-Harris et al., 1999; Coy et al., 2015). Instead, an almost universal judicial focus on looking towards the future rather than the past renders prior histories irrelevant, even where those histories involved abuse, severing the relationship between domestic abuse and its impact on children (Elizabeth et al., 2012;
Consequently, domestic abuse may not be viewed in either social work or legal domains as a child welfare issue and the parenting capacity of abusive men may be gauged without any consideration of their abusive behaviour (Elizabeth et al., 2012). This, of course, is premised on the assumption that positive outcomes for the child are dependent on contact with their father, minimising the potential consequence of domestic abuse and promoting the value of contact at any cost (Bradshaw et al., 1999; Harrison, 2006).

Second, a prevailing myth relates to Gardner’s (1987) ‘Parental Alienation Syndrome’ (PAS), which considers that concerns expressed by mothers about their child’s welfare and protection arising from contact with their father, are fabricated and spiteful. While this myth has been discredited under the weight of research evidence (Brown, 2006), remnants nonetheless appear to remain ingrained in practice. Gardner’s PAS relied on a construction of women as ‘bad mothers’—an image that is certainly replicated in the domestic abuse sphere, as Hester’s (2011) model highlights, and indeed is a recurrent theme in the social work literature (Humphreys et al., 2011). Resistance to contact on behalf of the resident parent is subsequently deemed ‘implacable hostility’; parents who do not agree and co-operate are viewed as acting inappropriately; and children resisting contact are considered to have been ‘brainwashed’ (Rhoades, 2002) because what other reason could there be for not wanting what is evidently in the child’s best interests?

The question of why women resist contact is further explored by Reece (2006), who stresses the need to understand this resistance in the context of their experience of abuse, of fear for their own safety and their child’s safety, as opposed to a simple explanation of resistance for resistance’s sake. Resistance by mothers is not therefore understood by those involved in the decision-making process to arise from justifiable fear, but rather to be ‘at best, trivial and at worst, spurious’ (Bailey-Harris et al., 1999, p. 120). Bailey-Harris et al.’s (1999) research with judges further noted that mothers who resisted contact were treated like badly behaved school children who needed to be made to behave like responsible adults. Returning to the three planets, Hester (2011, p. 850) cautions that the fundamental ethos of each planet focuses both social work and judicial involvement in different directions, creating what she concludes is a ‘black hole that mothers and children may fall through’.

Methodology

As reported elsewhere (Holt, 2015), a two-phase mixed-methodological research design was utilised to investigate children’s experience of post-separation contact with domestically abusive fathers. Two hundred and nineteen separated mothers who collectively had 449 children...
participated in Phase One. They were accessed through a national network of domestic abuse services in Ireland. The survey comprised two detailed questionnaires completed over the course of one month. One was completed by 147 mothers whose 317 children were, or had been, involved in post-separation contact with their fathers over the course of the twelve months preceding the completion of the questionnaire. A second survey was completed by seventy-two mothers regarding their 132 children who were not or had not been having contact over the same time frame. The surveys methodically collected data with respect to a number of variables concerned with recording the nature and extent of post-separation contact. Opportunities for optional qualitative comments were also provided, in addition to the required quantitative responses.

Analysis of the Phase One survey findings informed the design of Phase Two, which sought in-depth engagement with how contact was directly experienced by children, fathers, mothers and an array of professionals spanning child and family social work, the judiciary and professionals working in domestic abuse services. The main method for interviewing the children, mothers and professionals was focus groups while the fathers participated in individual interviews. The choice of interview format was informed by research guidance in this regard (Aubrey and Dahl, 2005; Buckley et al., 2007).

Participants included sixteen children and young people aged seven to twenty-four years of age; nine mothers; six fathers; and thirty legal, health, social work and social care professionals. With particular consideration for the emotional well-being of participants, the sampling criteria only included those children, young people, mothers and fathers where the parental relationship had ended a minimum of twelve months prior to engaging in the research. With consideration for the child’s age and their developmental stage, an age benchmark of between seven and twenty-five years was applied. The sampling method employed for membership of the focus group was stratified so that each focus group reflected age and gender representation where that was possible and appropriate.

Preliminary access to the children and young people was enabled by the participating organisations and the consent of their parents was also obtained before the informed consent of the children and young people themselves was also secured. Motivated by Aubrey and Dahl’s (2005) research, age-appropriate vignettes were specifically designed to stimulate discussion with the younger children. Interview schedules were designed for the interviews with the mothers, fathers and professionals based on a schema of thematic probes and questions.

Following the guidance on mixed-method sequential approaches (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2007), Phase One and Phase Two data-sets were linked, beginning with the analysis of each data-set using the techniques normally used in the analysis of that data (SPSS and NVivo).
Each data-set was kept analytically separate from the other, with results from each of the respective data-sets combined at the interpretative stage of the research process. Ethical approval was granted at the outset of the research by the Children’s Research Centre, Trinity College Dublin.

Discussion of findings

The contact experience

The fact that post-separation abuse is both a fear and an actuality for some women separating from abusive men, and particularly connected with contact, resounded clearly in this research. Concerns for their own welfare and protection directly related to post-separation contact were raised by 64 per cent of Phase One ‘contact’ mothers, by all of the nine women interviewed and by a number of their children.

Examples given by participating mothers of relentless efforts by men to maintain power and control over the family included constantly changing contact arrangements; arriving and collecting late, early or not at all; emotional blackmail and manipulation; unnecessary and unwanted daily telephone calls and texts; using contact to glean information from the child about the mother’s activities; restricting contact between children and their mother during contact; and intransigence regarding arrangements for special events and the organisation of passports. Children also reflected on their exposure to this abuse, with one child, eleven-year-old Rachel, clearly connecting her mother’s ‘sadness’ to incidents where her father calls her mother abusive names—names her younger sister then repeats.

The mother’s responsibility for making contact safe for herself and her child was also evident in this research. Examples given included their lives being threatened at gun point by their ex-partner, their homes being threatened with arson and being stalked or intimidated. Campbell et al.’s (2007) research findings on the risks of severe and lethal violence associated with separation were also reflected in this present research:

He took a rusty hatchet out of the shed and came through the slide [patio] door at probably about half two in the morning. I was stripped off to me nude and made sit like that for the night, [toddler] woke up on me lap and he beating me into the face ... [I was] still awake at 11 o’clock the next morning, freezing from the cold coming in. The kids locked in the bedroom ’cause he wouldn’t let them out. He was like a mad man—the things that happened that night with the child in the bedroom beside me (Tanya, mother).

Hardesty’s (2002) assertion that stalking cases often involve men who cannot accept what they perceive as rejection when their partner leaves
them, with women at risk of assaults that increase with severity and lethality, is also illustrated by the following quote: ‘[He] said “I’m going to smash you, nobody can have you”’ (Survey respondent).

Impact on the mother and on mothering

Humphreys and Thiara’s (2003) conclusion that separation results in intense feelings of loneliness for many women resonated to some degree in this present study. Nine-year-old Cathy saw herself and her two sisters as the only company her mother had, describing her mother as ‘quite lonely ’cos none of them [extended family] will talk to us anymore’. Furthermore, Laing’s (2006) contention that mothers may reconstruct their role as if they were a single parent, assuming complete responsibility for everything, permeated many of the interviews. Regarding child rearing and housework, nine-year-old Sara stated that ‘Mum nearly does everything’—an experience some mothers found ‘overwhelming’: ‘At times you’d like someone to help ... you’d love a break, but you don’t know is them few hours Saturday worth the agro for to get a break from them’ (Claire, mother).

Fear and vulnerability, which Jaffe and Crooks (2004) assert have the capacity to reduce a mother’s ability to nurture and support her children, were closely related experiences for many of the women interviewed, who feared violent retribution for being strong enough to leave their abusive partners—a fear that was reinforced through child contact. This fear was not an isolated or disjointed experience, but was conversely something that pervaded their lives (Hardesty, 2002). Mullender et al. (2002) surmised that a combination of constant anxiety, abusive episodes and fear renders mothers exhausted and with reduced energy for their children.

Blame and responsibility emerged in many ways as flip sides of the same coin, with blame frequently couched in anger. Mothers talked about their children’s anger at them ‘for leaving them in it’ (Peggy, mother), for taking them away from their father or for resisting reunification. Implicit in these dimensions of the separation and contact experience is the mother’s sense of guilt and responsibility. Participating mothers blamed themselves for their child’s exposure to the abuse and subsequently were blamed by fathers when children chose themselves not to engage in contact. In tandem with self-blame was an acute sense of failure, of a failed marriage and a sense of failed motherhood for not protecting her children more adequately: ‘I kept thinking it must be my fault. To this day he says our marriage failed because of my upbringing. It was everybody else’s fault but his’ (Peggy, mother).

Mothers in this research expressed acute and conflicting feelings of responsibility, both for their child’s protection and also for nurturing the
father–child relationship. Mothers and children alike recalled social work involvement placing responsibility on the mother for the protection of the children, in the absence of holding the father accountable for the abuse he perpetrated:

Social work got involved. I do remember them giving Mam a hard time (Colette, twenty-four).

The focus went on his rights to access. Protection order still stands but father [was] never asked to address his violence to mother (Survey respondent).

The above accounts of blame, responsibility and perceived or accused failure in their mothering resonates the ‘damned if you do and damned if you don’t’ dilemma that Lapierre (2008) asserts accompanies the ‘deficient model of mothering’, despite empirical evidence to the contrary provided by the research of Letourneau et al. (2007) and Levendosky et al. (2003). The uncertainty that seems to be part of the contact package left many women with an overwhelming sense of powerlessness (Radford et al., 1999). Women were unable to predict, first, whether or not their child’s father would arrive for contact and, second, how that contact experience would transpire, resulting in a feeling of incapacitation regarding the welfare and protection of their children: ‘It’s like a never-ending cycle . . . they could have a great day with him which would happen in a blue moon . . . you’ve no control. It’s not predictable’ (Claire, mother).

Failure to achieve emotional and economic independence (Kelly, 2009) resulted for many mothers in deep-seated anger—anger at themselves for failing to succeed in their separated life just as they perceived they had failed in their married life, that they were still being controlled by their ex-partners and that their children continued to be negatively affected. Low self-esteem and damaged trust in their mothering abilities left them questioning their own judgements, their decisions and their parenting capacities.

All of the above had clear implications for women’s physical and mental well-being. Similarly to the mothers in Radford and Hester’s (2006) research, coping strategies included abusing alcohol and at times resulted in depression and reliance on psychiatric support in order to survive. Women also described fear-induced sleeplessness and physical and mental sickness:

When I feel low, I retreat back in, I close up. He always seems to put me back in a bad place. And then you wonder what was so wrong with you that you start blaming yourself. So you’re kind of back in that vicious cycle (Claire, mother).

Long-term exposure to domestic abuse followed by post-separation contact and subsequent ongoing abuse has repercussions for mothering
capacity and the resulting mother–child relationship, leading to what this research identified as ‘the paradox of post-separation mothering’.

The paradox of post-separation mothering

I don’t think seeing their father is a good idea because he is very manipulating, putting them on guilt trips and getting violent to me. So I dunno if I am doing the right thing. It goes against my grain because he is of no benefit to them. He can’t spend quality time with them and I just don’t see the point in the visits, they are not constructive, not helpful, not nurturing, not anything except annoying (Marian, mother).

The quote above from Marian highlights the conflicts many mothers expressed in this study; where they struggled with both innate and socially constructed mothering instincts that urged them to protect their children and similarly intrinsic drives towards supporting the father–child relationship. This was reflected in a vacillation between supporting the children’s wish to end contact or supporting them through contact.

This sense of being ‘caught between a rock and a hard place’ resounded throughout this research, echoing Edleson and Williams (2007) and Elizabeth et al.’s (2010) finding that mothers felt they had no right to disrupt the father–child relationship by interfering in contact. The quandary mothers found themselves in involved concern for their own safety and perhaps their ongoing abuse in the context of contact, alongside their child’s love for, and need to see, their father (Jaffe and Crooks, 2004). For others, the father’s interaction with his children caused them to question the appropriateness of the contact arrangements for their child’s welfare. These findings resonate with those of Kelly (2009, p. 294), who described her participants as caught in ‘multiple binds’: bound to the abuser and their children, to the role of mother and of partner; bound to the ideal and the reality of family life; caught in a ‘classic Catch-22 at the intersection of their marginalized social, economic and legal positions and their conflicting emotions’.

Seery and Crowley’s (2000, p. 101) reflections on women’s ‘emotion work’ in the family, specifically the energy they expend towards father–child relationships, were also evident in this study. Encouraging and facilitating father–child contact, both implicitly by ‘giving permission’ to the non-resident parent to have an important role (Loar, 1998) and explicitly by involvement in transporting children and suggesting ideas for activities, are examples of this ‘emotion work’. This was portrayed as particularly distressing and daunting by participating mothers who feared their ex-partners but felt unable to sever that adult relationship because of the father–child relationship.

Despite the experiences of frightening and abusive contact for many women in this study, their explicit support of father–child contact and
continued attempts at what Seery and Crowley (2000) term ‘gate-opening’ challenge the ‘gate-keeping’ role mothers are more commonly accused of (Austin, 2011). The facility of father–child contact exposed these mothers to their previously abusive partners in a manner that induced fear—a fear of what might or could happen arising from their prior experiences. This fear enhanced their vulnerability, interrupted their recovery and compromised their mothering. As with previous research, for a significant number of mothers in this research, the fear of what might happen became a reality in which their post-separation lives mirrored their pre-separation lives in all but co-habitation (Kaye et al., 2003). This had clear implications for their identity as mothers, with questionable ramifications for their mothering capacity:

I don’t know am I doing the right thing or not. The whole time I am questioning myself—was I right to leave him, were they better off then? Are they better off now? Would they be better off without him? I come up with different answers every-time and I wonder will I ever know or by then will it be too late. Sometimes I think I am the crappiest mother alive (Claire, mother).

As found elsewhere, the majority of mothers in this present study, initially at least, saw a clear value in continuing father–child contact and were actively involved in making that happen (Elizabeth et al., 2010; Radford et al., 1999). As with Edleson and Williams’s (2007) research, the belief in the need for safety underscored the mothers’ decision to facilitate contact: primarily their child’s safety, with their own safety cited as a secondary concern. Women described the dual tasks of ‘strategising’ to maximise their own safety whilst simultaneously attentive to the safety and emotional welfare of their children as provoking many conflicting emotions (Kelly, 2009). In part, this concerned their own abusive relationship with their child’s father, but it was also directly related to what some mothers perceived to be an abusive experience for their child. Despite those conflicting feelings, unambiguous maternal support for children’s contact time with their father, couched in what Laing (2006) terms a ‘child-focused’ discourse, emerged clearly from this present study. This support was grounded in a concurrent belief that father–child contact was in their child’s ‘best interest’.

Previously constructed as problematic because of the child’s exposure to their abuse of the mother, the findings from this research concur with Collier (2006), highlighting a combination of disappearing and disregarded histories of domestic and child abuse overshadowed by a potent perception of the child’s need for continued paternal involvement: ‘Judge ordered all children to have contact, even though incident [of physical abuse] with older son, Judge said “children need their father, he is the only one they have”’ (Survey respondent).
As the above quote reflects, even where a father has been abusive to his child, the absence of the father in the child’s life was considered by the relevant professionals involved to be more harmful than the experience of his abuse. Despite their own abusive relationship and without exception, participating mothers considered the role of the father important in their child’s life. Similarly to Radford and Hester’s (2006) findings, this sometimes involved considerable effort on their part, involving both physical work and, as Seery and Crowley (2000) considered, ‘emotion work’ to ensure contact happened. This not only prevented them from severing their connection to their abusive ex-partner, but also, for over two-thirds of mothers completing the survey in Phase One and all Phase Two mothers, resulted in the continuation of the abuse they sought to end. The focus in family law on expecting women to overcome their fear of violence as opposed to holding abusive men accountable (Hester, 2011) simultaneously renders the behaviour of abusive men invisible whilst failing to address key safety and welfare issues for the child (Mandel, 2010). This led to one mother analogising her life to the popular movie *Groundhog Day*, as the following quote poignantly illustrates:

I thought that by leaving him and doing the ‘right thing’ that I could make good the bad things that had happened that me kids saw. But it’s like groundhog day gone wrong ‘cos I can’t change nothing ... I can’t stop the movie and change the script to make it all go away ‘cos it’s still the same. I thought leaving would make a difference but it hasn’t. The only difference is we don’t live together (Marian, mother).

**Conclusion**

The incongruent drive to support what they perceive as inappropriate contact, along with their innate need to protect their children from harm, often results in allegations of gate-keeping and mendacious mothering. It also mirrors, to a degree, a dual and simultaneous construction of motherhood as both ‘natural’ but also deeply problematic and in need of scrutiny and regulation (Collier, 2001). Indeed, such is the strength of the ideology of motherhood that mothers are held, and indeed hold themselves, responsible for the welfare and protection of their children, whilst simultaneously being blamed, and indeed blaming themselves, when that does not happen (Farmer and Boushel, 1999).

This study highlighted that domestic abuse was consistently considered an adult affair—a feature of the adult relationship which was no longer a child welfare and protection concern, as opposed to a feature of personality, psychology, social skill or indeed parental deficit. While research has consistently highlighted the risks for women and children associated with post-separation contact with a domestically abusive man...
(Radford and Hester, 2006), post-separation contact is nonetheless considered the ‘preferred’ vehicle for continued father involvement. This ‘uncritical assumption’ of contact (Lessard et al., 2010, p. 333) reflecting a complete ‘lack of understanding of the distinct possibility of unfit fathering practices’ (Hart, 2009, p. 2003) is considered by Wallbank (2010) as dangerous. Prioritising the father’s role in the post-separation family simultaneously displaces any consideration of women’s safety needs (Thiara and Gill, 2012) whilst conflating ‘the welfare of children with the needs of their fathers’ (Morrison and Washoff, 2012, p. 714). It is noteworthy and somewhat paradoxical that the relationship that dominates the debate in child contact is the one that technically does not exist anymore—that of the separated parents—whilst the best interest of the child becomes subsumed under an argument about truth and lies, blame and responsibility, rights and welfare. The outcome of these debates and tensions is that the current construction of post-separation family life supports the ongoing and often unmonitored involvement of domestically abusive men in children’s lives (Holt, 2011), based on the belief that post-separation contact serves children’s rights and is in their best interests. The evidence from the study on which this paper is drawn challenges this belief. While the traditional response has been to focus responsibility for child protection and for the father–child relationship on the mother, this paper concludes by calling for a shift in the focus from what mothers and children are or are not doing to the father’s behaviour. This demands that social work practitioners, particularly those with a statutory role, explicitly recognise what Thiara and Humphreys (2015) term the ‘shadow’ that abusive men continue to cast over the mother–child relationship by focusing on the reality rather than the rhetoric of post-separation fathering. This is of particular relevance if we accept Leung’s (2015) assertion that the non-abusive parent–child relationship is the most important protective resource for the child to draw on in their recovery from exposure to domestic violence. As this paper has argued, ongoing abuse by the father, even in his absence, may continue to challenge her parenting capacity and the mother–child relationship.

Positioning the findings from this study against the backdrop of what Humphreys and Absler (2011) conclude is a historical failure of statutory social work to respond effectively to the needs to women and children experiencing domestic abuse, there are some immediate implications for social work practice. This paper echoes Featherstone and Peckover’s (2007, p. 181) contention that ‘taking violent men seriously as fathers and father figures’ is a precursor to supporting women and children, particularly if we accept Keeling and van Wormer’s (2012, p. 1355) assertion that social work is critically positioned to respond to the needs of women experiencing domestic abuse. This, however, demands that social work engages unequivocally with an appreciation that separation is not a ‘vaccine’ against domestic violence.
(Jaffe et al., 2003, p. 29) and that the vulnerability of women and children can continue post separation through the facility of contact. This is critical for this profession’s statutory obligation to respond to the welfare and protection needs of vulnerable children and families to be realised.
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